Here Comes the Sun - The Beatles

Capo on 7th fret, Option: Lower 6th string down 1 note for base of D

Intro: D, Gmaj7, A, D, Gmaj7, A

Here comes the sun, Here comes the sun, I said, It's alright

Little darlin, it's been a long cold lonely winter
Little darlin, it feels like years since it's been here
Here comes the sun, Here comes the sun, I said, It's alright

Guitar: D A

Little darlin, the smiles returning to their faces,
Little darlin, it seems like years since it's been here
Here comes the sun, Here comes the sun, I said, It's alright

Guitar interlude D A (2 strums on A) Fun ending (F, C, G, low G, D, A)

Sun, sun sun here it comes!

A Guitar - A, A4, high A, A7w/pinky

Little darlin, I feel that ice is slowly melting,
Little darlin, it seems like years since it's been clear.
Here comes the sun, Here comes the sun, I said, It's alright

D Gmaj7 A

G D lowG D A

Here comes the sun, Here comes the sun, It's alright

D Gmaj7 E D G D lowG D A

Here comes the sun, Here comes the sun, It's alright

D G D lowG D A

It's alright...

4,3,2  5,4,3  5,4,3  6,5  strum

Fun ending D (Fmaj7, C, G, Low G, D)